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Abstract
T he U.K. Government's belief in the innate inefficiency of traditional public sector
provision of goods and services has inspired a number of initiatives which have resulted in
management of public sector enterprises being confronted by an increasingly
commercial environment, tighter financial controls, increased competition, and in some
cases transfer to the private sector through privatization. T his paper is concerned with
investigating the ways in which accounting and accounting information has contributed
to and shaped processes of organizational change in one area of the public sector, the
ten Regional Water Authorities of England and Wales. In the early 1980s, the Water
Authorities were subject to pressures from new Government financial controls and
performance aims to become more efficient. T hese pressures intensified when the
Government announced its intention to privatize them in 1986, and continued up to
1989 when privatization took effect. Since privatization the Water Authorities have been

subject to â€œyardstickâ€ competition under a new regulatory framework, and
comparative judgements by the financial markets. In considering these changes, the
paper examines the constitutive role of accounting in articulating changing organizational
priorities, and in promoting first a vocabulary of costs and subsequently a vocabulary of
profits as languages of organizational motive.
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